
 
 

THE EYRIE VINEYARDS PINOT GRIS 2016 
Appellation: Dundee Hills; Willamette Valley; Oregon; USA 

 

Winemaker: Jason Lett 

Closure: Diam 

Alcohol: 12.5% 

Organic 

Vineyard 

Eyrie pioneered the variety in the New World and the New Worlds oldest vines 

contribute to this cuvée. For the 2016 vintage, we incorporated some fruit from an 

adjoining vineyard farmed by longtime friends, which is roughly the same age and 

is farmed with the same organic standards as Eyrie’s certified vineyards. 
 

About 

In 1970, David Lett produced five cases of the first Pinot gris in the New World. 

Aware of its potential, Lett expanded his acreage of Pinot gris until it made up 

about half of Eyrie’s production. Today, it is the most widely planted white variety 

in Oregon and the second most popular white wine in the States. Fermented and 

aged in stainless steel sur lees for up to one year, Eyrie Pinot gris goes through 

100% natural malo-lactic fermentation.  
 

Reviews 

The 2016 Pinot Gris has a delicate nose of lime skin, lemon pith, orange blossom 

and wet stone with touches of crushed shell. Light-bodied, it offers plenty of ripe 

citrus and tangerine flavors in the mouth with a touch of creaminess to the texture, 

wonderful zesty acidity and a wicked streak of crushed rock minerality, finishing 

long and refreshing. - 91 points, The Wine Advocate, 1/9/18. 
 

Tasting Notes 

This vintage is highly aromatic, with dense layers of lime, pea shoots, and white 

strawberry, finishing with a spicy uplift.  The texture is round and full.  The 

forepalate is dominated by ripe lychee and passionfruit that hint at sweetness – 

although the wine is absolutely dry. Flavors of dried sea grass, kiwi, and currants 

fill out the rich and very long finish. Complex, precise, and substantial, this latest 

release from Eyrie continues to define the best of Oregon Pinot gris. 
 

Vintage 

2016 started off with a warm, wet March, and continued with warmer than average 

temperatures throughout the spring and summer.  Fortunately, the extra water 

early in the year prevented the vines from experiencing drought stress in the 

summer.  As we coasted through a warm summer, we prepared for a harvest more 

than a month ahead of what we’d consider normal.  In September, just as harvest 

started, moderate temperatures moved in. With cooler weather, fruit ripened at a 

leisurely pace.  This provided winemakers an unhurried opportunity to choose 

their fruit for perfect ripeness. 
 

Winemaking 

We take a slow approach—our Pinot gris ages 3-4 times longer than most 

commercial versions, on its natural yeast lies and in the company of full malolactic. 

The result is textural suppleness to compliment the acidity, and a surprising ability 

to age. 
 

Stats 

Average vine age: 28 years 

pH: 3.44 

TA: 5.2 g/L 

Cases Produced: 3700 
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